A BRITISH man and a 19-year-old motorcyclist died on Monday after a horrific collision on the RN98 near Eze.

Craig Jackson, 40, was in the Cap Estel tunnel on the Basse Corniche when his powerful Lancia Delta Integrale spun out of control, collided with a motorbike and burst into a ball of flames. The divorced father of one was killed instantly and Monaco student Sebastian Toscano, whose motorbike he hit, died on the way to hospital. French police are conducting alcohol and drug tests as the car was seen swerving along the coast road just before the collision at 1pm.

"The car was without doubt exceeding the speed limit," confirmed a police spokesman. An enquiry is now underway.

Mr Jackson, from Stockton-on-Tees in the north of England, was working on a temporary contract at the Société des Bains de Mer in Monaco and was living in Nice. The deaths are a harsh warning to motorists as the summer's 'silly season' starts on the region’s roads and the government continues to get tough with careless drivers.

Overall, the news is good – fatal accidents fell by a third in the first five months of 2003. This year the number of deaths on French roads is expected to be about 5,000. A year ago, it was nearer 7,000, a number hailed as a revolution after a peak in the 70s when road deaths approached a colossal 14,000. Fears of stiff penalties have made drivers more careful and vigilant and an obvious police presence on the roads is driving home the message.

Motorists can theoretically lose their 12-point driving licence in just minutes by refusing to use a seat belt (three points), using a mobile phone while driving (two points), failing to keep a safe distance from the car in front (three points) or ignoring a police warning to stop (six points). This month, parliament stepped up penalties across the board, and police are ending the years of informal tolerance over speed limits and drinking. Offenders risk on-the-spot license suspensions, a move that has already left many stranded and forced to call taxis.

Earlier this week a Paris prosecutor recommended an eight year prison sentence for a young motorist whose reckless driving killed three pedestrians in the city’s suburbs. Police are now also using helicopters to spot drivers who tailgate others on the motorways, where up to 15 people a day are killed or injured by impatient over-takers. Motorists have been surprised to be stopped several kilometres after committing an offence and being fined up to €430.
Got a story? Call our newsdesk on 04 93 09 66 43!

RIVIERA MARKETPLACE

Where you find local businesses and services for English-speakers... call 04 93 09 66 43 to get your business listed!

BUSINESS SERVICES

FedEx UK/EU - USA $€ £
Printing, AUI/ER, mailbox rentals, ect
OfficeSuite, Sophia - 04 93 06 07 75

COMPUTERS/IT

TECH MEDIC
Need HELP installing or maintaining your computer, printer, scanner, etc?
Ask our software/business problem to what? Qualified systems administrator living on the Côte d’Azur, available 7/7,
speaks fluent English and competent French. Call at any job -
06 79 04 01 78 - or email
jens.scott@wanadoo.fr or see
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/techmedic/

ENGLISH BOOKSHOPS

VALBONNE BOOK CENTRE
Books, Cards, Video and DVD rental.
Tel: 04 93 12 21 42

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

MOBILE SHIATSU - specialist in
Japanese relaxation techniques.
Healing massage and reflexology.
Call Evelyne on 06 76 42 20 32

INTERIORS

QL ALPHA DECORATION
Ornamental cornices, mouldings,
Plasterwork and interior decoration
231 Ch du Plan de Grasse, Mouans-
Sartoux, Tel/fax: 04 93 75 58 28,
Mobile: 06 81 39 61 30

OPPORTUNITIES

YOUR BUSINESS HERE every week!
€295 gets this ad in over 500,000 copies
annually. Call TRG Sales, 04 93 09 66 43

GOT A PC? Put it to work!
€500 - €2000 p/f time. Call 01 70 91 49 04
or visit www.GlobalHomeWork.com

LEARN FRENCH

LEARN FRENCH at your home/office,
one-to-one or in group. All books
and materials supplied. Hundreds of happy
clients over 15 years - children, adults,
schools and corporations including
Nokia, Compaq, Ebit and Unisys. Call
Riviera Languages, Villeneuve Loubet
on 04 93 72 02 39 or 06 13 35 54 21

FRENCH LESSONS at home by
qualified and experienced teacher Cali
Grady, 04 93 32 00 39

FRENCH COURSES FOR ADULTS in
Nice - small groups or individuals -
Tel: 04 93 16 94 47 - www.calianglais.com

FRENCH FOR FOREIGNERS - 10 years
experience, Francophone Institute, Cannes/Mougins.
Tel: 06 60 18 41 47

TRAVEL

JET2 LEEDS BRADFORD AIRPORT – NICE
Your gateway to the north of England.
Tel: 082 58 25 49 or www.jet2.com

TV & SATELLITE

SKY DIGITAL - sales and installations.
Low-cost flexible packages available -
06, 83 & MC region. Call 06 78 39 39 05

LEARN FRENCH

I’m getting TEN TIMES the response
from my Gazette ad compared with
my ads in other local media.
Jens Scott, Tech Medic

Turbocharge YOUR sales – you can put your business in The Gazette every week from as little
as €35 a year.

Call 04 93 09 66 43 to find out how –
or book and pay for your ad online at
www.TheRivieraGazette.com/MarketPlace

Weekly ads bring weekly sales. Get in The Gazette!

www.french-real-estate.com

Nice on the french riviera
Facing the sea,
your fully furnished apartment

Prices start from €6,636 euros for studios
Sizes from 25.5 m2 with terrace of 4.5 m2

One bedroom apartment from €74,218 euros
Sizes from 55.5 m2 with direct sea view

Guaranteed net rental income of 5.7% pa
With the possibility of personal usage

20 year fixed rate mortgages available under 5%

Rare investment opportunity

Consulat Patrimoine - 52, Bd Victor Hugo 06000 Nice - France
Tel: +33(0)497.03.333 - Fax: +33(0)497.03.334

Scandinavia.
Now a LOT closer
than you think.

The world is fast becoming a smaller place. LOT Polish Airlines now flies from Nice to Oslo, Stockholm and Copenhagen via Warsaw six times a week, which means fast and convenient connections wherever you’re flying on business or to see family and friends. Combine that with our famous Polish hospitality and nothing comes close. Drinks of course, Scandinavia.

LOT Polish Airlines
Nice: 04 93 21 46 90

The Riviera Gazette
The Côte d’Azur’s English-language newspaper
Investment strategy
PRIME minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin last week presented a strategy aimed at making France more attractive to overseas investors. Concrete measures, including tax incentives, will be announced in the autumn. France already occupies the world number one spot in terms of foreign investment, attracting 54.7bn euros. This puts it ahead of China, Germany and the US.

Beaches closed
THREE beaches on the Porquerolles islands were closed last week after oil washed up on their shores.

Then, just as the beaches reopened, a decree was issued to ration water as a result of shortages. Daytime temperatures in the region have consistently been around 30 degrees C since the beginning of June.

Prosecutor urged to resign by High Court
A HIGH COURT review in Nice last week called for the resignation of prosecutor Éric de Montgolfier and three examining magistrates, including court president Hervé expert. Montgolfier maintains that he has “committed no fault” and is resisting any attempt to unseat him.

Record compensation
A MAN wrongfully imprisoned for 15 years for the murder of two children received the biggest ever compensation pay-out in France last week. Jailed for life in Metz in 1986, Patrick Dils was awarded one million euros.

Footballer dies
CAMEROON footballer Marc-Vivien Foe, 28, collapsed and died during a match in the Confederations Cup semi-final in Lyon last week. Midfielder Foe played for Manchester United last season.

Sunnybank poised to buy land
A NEW Sunnybank nursing and retirement home, boasting bilingual staff to serve the anglophone community, may become a reality in the near future.

Foret's fall
After seven years without the Chenes Blanc Cup, while David Larg was in the near future, “concluded Peter.

British bases
THE Riviera Gazette will be visiting the Riviera on July 14, 15, 16 and 17 for free consultations on tax planning, wealth management and yacht registration. Readers can call Mike Jones on 00 350 761 73 or e-mail mjones@sovereigngroup.com to make a no-obligation appointment.

Prince Harry’s tumble
Princess Harry, youngest son of Britain’s heir to the throne Prince Charles, fell off his polo pony on Sunday while captaining the British benzos team against France. The 18-year-old was not hurt but was quickly back in the saddle, but his efforts were not enough to secure victory in the international schools match at the Dallas Burnet Polo Grounds in Southam, Warwickshire.

Illegal firearms arrest
A 61-YEAR-OLD man was arrested in Cannes last week for illegally possessing 15 firearms. The man, whose boat was moored in the port, was previously implicated in a coup d’etat in the Comores.

Sovereign tax tips
GIBRALTAR based financial advisers The Sovereign Group will be visiting the Riviera on July 14, 15, 16 and 17 for free consultations on tax planning, wealth management and yacht registration. Readers can call Mike Jones on 00 350 761 73 or e-mail mjones@sovereigngroup.com to make a no-obligation appointment.
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JAZZ FESTIVALS UNDER THREAT

By Jenny Paul

“I can’t say for sure whether or not it was members who put up these stickers,” the Antibes branch of the left-wing CGT told The Gazette, “but we will do whatever we feel necessary to make our position very clear,” warned a spokesman.

Nice’s Jazz festival is also under threat. “The position changes daily,” Evelyne Pampini, press officer for the festival told The Gazette. “However we will do everything we can to prevent it from being cancelled.”

Theatres as well as film and television studios have been hit by the action, designed to bring the show business industry to a standstill in the dispute over the reduction of unemployment pay for ‘resting’ performers, managers and technicians. The government wants to make it harder for freelance performers and temporary backstage staff to claim benefits.

The CGT trade union’s show business secretary general Jean Voirin, who represents 70 per cent of all stage, film and TV staff, warned that his union was planning a general strike to bring the industry to a full stop.

A FAIR COP ... Revellers sported camp costumes at the Gay Pride march

THOUSANDS of homosexuals, bisexuals and transvestites enjoy an outing in the French capital on Saturday as gay socialist mayor Bertrand Delanoë led the city’s annual Gay Pride march.

Right behind him was Jean-Luc Romero, the gay national secretary of Chirac’s right wing UMP party. “I have been a militant for gay rights for a long time so it was natural that I be the first person to represent the UMP at this march,” Romero told reporters.

However some UMP members were not impressed.

Masseur arrest

THIERRY Chichportich, masseur to the rich and famous, was arrested in Nice last week accused of sexually assaulting two women who claim he drugged them.

The two young Croats, just 13 and 14, had stolen the safe through the centre of the city on Sunday afternoon.

The two young Croats, just 13 and 14, had stolen the safe through the centre of the city on Sunday afternoon.
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US reluctant to kiss and make up

THE Paris tourist office has confirmed that the city will decorate the Champs Elysées with stars and stripes on July 4 and that many hotels in the capital will celebrate the American independence day holiday.

But American buyers are still Boycotting France. There were no Americans at France's largest wine fair, held in Bordeaux last week confirming fears they are going elsewhere in the aftermath of the Iraq war.

The backlash comes as French exports are already suffering from the face of a weak US economy and the strength of the euro, making French products more expensive for Americans.

Overall French exports to the US dropped by 21 per cent in the first four months of this year. The US opposition to drinking French wine has come at a time when competition from the 'new world' is growing and the market is unsteady.

Domestic winemakers complain that France's strict regulations make it difficult to compete with South Africa, New Zealand and Australian wines.

Difficult to compete with South Africa, that France's strict regulations make it unsteady.

New world winemakers can irrigate their vineyards to control the quality of the grapes, or mellow the wine by adding oak chips to the stainless steel tanks in which it is aged. But all that is not allowed in France, which had to turn 15 million bottles of wine into industrial alcohol last year.

France's American-bound wine exports last year totalled nearly US$1 bn and account for about 16 per cent of all the wine France ships abroad.

Burghers in Eze sur Mer are sending police onto the town's beaches to order increasing numbers of nudists to cover up.

"Naturism has never been allowed on the beach at Eze," a spokeswoman for the town hall told The Gazette.

"The local police are now enforcing the commune's rules and are telling nude sunbathers that they have to wear bathing suits," she continued.

It's not clear why naturists are invading the tiny town, but for those wanting an all-over tan there are plenty of other options.

Bathers can let it all hang out at Roquebrune's Le Golfe Bleu, near the train station on the Italian side.
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Mia Chargeloe tells Paul Coleman how she keeps the jet set flying in style when she’s not spending weekends among the vines...

Although I was born in Copenhagen I spent the first five years of my life in Paris. Then my family moved down here and I went to school and university in Nice, where I studied commercial and social economics. My first job after university was with a debt collection agency; I then went on to work for an estate agent and also worked as a hostess at some of the major exhibitions in Cannes.

After that I worked on yachts for a couple of years. I did two winter seasons in the Caribbean. The first was on a yacht traveling around all the islands, but I spent the second winter in St Martin making mosaics and doing lots of other odd jobs. But since last September I have been working here on the Riviera for an air charter company. The business is twelve years old but they’ve only recently opened a branch here because they now want to tap into the Côte d’Azur market.

I charter anything from small private jets to giant Boeings, and it is not as expensive as you might think. It is also more convenient as you can travel from different airports and can use more direct routes. It is also more secure as our clients haven’t been ravaged by modern society. But there seem to be fewer real locals haven’t been ravaged by modern society. It gives more security as our clients haven’t been ravaged by modern society.

We do anything from doing marketing campaigns to wandering around all the islands, but I spent the first five years of my life in Paris. Then my family moved down here and I went to school and university in Nice, where I studied commercial and social economics. My first job after university was with a debt collection agency; I then went on to work for an estate agent and also worked as a hostess at some of the major exhibitions in Cannes.

After that I worked on yachts for a couple of years. I did two winter seasons in the Caribbean. The first was on a yacht traveling around all the islands, but I spent the second winter in St Martin making mosaics and doing lots of other odd jobs. But since last September I have been working here on the Riviera for an air charter company. The business is twelve years old but they’ve only recently opened a branch here because they now want to tap into the Côte d’Azur market.

I charter anything from small private jets to giant Boeings, and it is not as expensive as you might think. It is also more convenient as you can travel from different airports and can use more direct routes. It is also more secure as our clients haven’t been ravaged by modern society. But there seem to be fewer real locals.
Thursday 3

SunExpress Books, a charity shop specializing in second-hand English books, is open today in the Bistro on Quai de la Croisette from 9:00 to 19:00. Tel: 04 93 77 56 99.

The Bonne Association of Monaco is holding its annual beach party at Le Lampion on Place Marquet in Cap d’Ad 19:30. Tickets are €30 for non-members. The band Les Cropards will be on until 19:00. Tickets are €40. Tel: 06 78 93 15 73.

The British Association of Nice is holding an informal early evening meeting at the Hotel Westminister in Nice between 17:00 and 20:00. There will be tea, coffee, wine and other drinks at happy hour prices.

An Ibiza house beach party starts at 21:00 with a buffet and barbecue on the Lagon Plage in Grimaldi. Tickets are €20 and available on-the-door.

McDonald’s pub in Old Nice is celebrating July 4 with free popcorn, prizes and fireworks at early evening meeting. Call 08 99 70 11 11 for today’s weather in your town, or to get a three-day forecast in English. Calls cost €0.12 per minute.

The Côte d’Azur Jazz Festival kicks off at 20:30 and the performance continues at 22:00. Tel: 03 92 84 36 36.

The Poiret Jam is performing in a jazz concert at the Casino de Grazia in Cagnes sur Mer. The evening starts at 21:00. Tel: 04 93 22 19 29.

Nice’s Mediterranean music festival kicks off at 21:00 on the Promenade des Anglais with Latin music. Tickets are €35 and available on-the-door.

The Melozean Quartet are playing at Valbonne’s Salle des Fêtes at 21:00. The modern mandolin quartet plays music from their latest album, En Forme de Poire. Tel: 04 93 12 32 30.

There’s reggae tonight and tomorrow at La Plunge, Juan les Pins in The Big Reggae Festival with Bunny Wailer, Tierney Walker, Rhythm Village, Buju Banton and Sizzla. Tickets are available from PNIC or call 04 93 08 46 06.

The Spanish ballet company Carmen Mota are performing at the Sporting in Monte-Carlo. They will be performing the next five nights. Tickets are €60 including dinner from 20:30 or €40 for the performance only, which starts at 22:00. Tel: 03 92 16 36 36.

The Spanish ballet company Carmen Mota will be performing at the Don Diego’s Club tonight. The performance starts at 21:00. Tel: +377 92 16 36 36.

Tuesday 5

The South African Club is having a braai in Biot. Bring your own food and drink but plates and glasses will be provided. The evening starts at 17:00. Book in advance on 06 16 96 50 33.

Fresh from London’s Drury Lane and Prince William’s 21st birthday party, South African music and dance group Umphila are performing at the Noga Hilton until Sunday. An evening pass is €25.

La Colle sur Loup’s traditional St Elsi festival starts today until Monday July 14 with markets, fireworks and ceilidh. Tel: 04 93 38 16 36.

La Grande’s Destination Pointe starts today Sunday with outdoor exhibitions, art and craft fairs and demonstrations of traditional handicrafts. There will also be guided tours through of the town. Tel: 04 93 24 47 26.

Beauvoir-sur-Mer is having a magic evening in the place de l’autobus, starting at 20:00. Entrance is free. Tel: 04 93 01 02 21.

A free shuttle bus will run from and to Antibes all night from 20:30, leaving from the quayside near le Bar du Port. Tel: 06 63 40 64 12.

The Beach Boys are performing at the Montecarlo Beach Hotel at 22:00. Tel: +377 92 16 36 36.
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Tuesday 7

Monaco’s Fort Antoine street theatre season starts today with Fast Lane performing in Noga Estates on the old station on Avenue Prince Pierre. The performance starts at 21:30 and entrance is free. Tel: +377 93 18 82 74.

Monaco’s summer Tango Festival kicks off today! There’ll be music and dancing in the streets each day between 11:00 and 13:00 in Place Knocking and the Jardins Beves between 19:00 and 20:00 in place des Fonts until Thursday. Tel: 04 92 41 76 76.
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